Thank you for your care and concern for the mission
of Serendipity.
Sincerely,

Belinda Marier
Executive Director
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4 American Indian
6 Black or African American
3 Hispanic/Latino
47 White
1 Two or more unspecified races
70 No answer
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I acknowledge our staff members for their
commitment to excellence and tireless efforts to adapt
and continuously improve our program. I am grateful
to our amazing community of supporters who make
it possible for Serendipity to be our region’s
therapeutic school. Most of all, I am incredibly
proud of our students for their perseverance and
engagement in their own recovery.
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This Annual Report shares our progress and the
highlights of fiscal year 2018-2019. Financial data
shared in these pages demonstrate the strong
community support for our programs and the solid
financial footing that keeps Serendipity Center
sustainable as a model therapeutic school. Our donors
fill the gap needed to deliver care beyond the costs of
basic education. Private support makes the difference,
allowing Serendipity to operate a highly effective
therapeutic school built on four integrated pillars
of education, mental health, transition readiness,
and wellness. Program outcome data demonstrates
the transformational change that is possible when
students access our therapeutic school.
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School year 2018-2019 was all about milestones at
Serendipity! Our program turned 40 this year, with
a celebration that found new ways to tell the story
of our mission. 131 children and young adults aged
7 to 19, referred to Serendipity by 23 school districts,
received the opportunity to heal, learn, and prepare
to be contributors to their world. In May, Serendipity
also received the distinction of being conferred
Oregon’s only Special Education School of Excellence
by the National Association of Special Education
Teachers!

to our referring school
districts, for operating
in partnership and
entrusting us with the
education of your
students!

2 nd

DEAR FRIENDS
AND SUPPORTERS,

STUDENTS WE SERVED

1 st

THANK YOU
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66%
100%
Had a mental
health diagnosis

43%
Experienced multiple
failed school placements
in both general and special
education settings

99%
Qualified for
Special Education

45%
Qualified for free school
meals, based on family
income or as foster children

Have experienced at least
one of the following Adverse
Childhood Experiences:
Physical abuse, sexual
abuse, emotional abuse,
verbal abuse, witnessing
domestic violence, neglect,
mental illness in family,
substance abuse in family,
incarceration of household
member, divorce or
separation, or homelessness.
(30% have experienced four
or more of these traumas)

DESPAIR BECOMES HOPE

AGGRESSION BECOMES COMPASSION

ISOLATION BECOMES BELONGING

PORTRAITS OF HOPE
To celebrate our 40th Birthday, Serendipity
commissioned local portrait artist Jake Smith to create
8 portraits depicting the transformational journey our
children experience as they heal. Students often arrive
at our school with feelings of aggression, isolation
and despair because of trauma and/or difficulties
they have experienced. Each unique pair of portraits
visually communicates the emotions our students
experience as they move towards healing and
transformation. We wanted to share these stories in
a way that would help viewers step into the shoes of
our students for perhaps the very first time.
We unveiled these four pairs of charcoal portraits in a
gallery entitled ‘Portraits of Hope’ that guests entered
as they walked into the venue.

ARTIST STATEMENT:

“Serendipity Center actively shows and teaches children they are worthwhile and
worthy of belonging, hope, and empowerment. They equip children with the tools
to care for themselves in fundamental ways that allow them to approach the world
capably, and from a context of knowing and experiencing love, safety, and stability
- they are humanized. I also believe good portraiture can have the same effect - to
humanize. By putting a human face on the very real emotional responses to trauma
and abuse, as well as the positive, life-changing emotions related to transformation
and change, I want to shine a light on the beauty of what the Serendipity Center is
doing.”

VOICELESS BECOMES EMPOWERED

On April 18th, 2019,
we gathered to celebrate
Serendipity’s 40th birthday at
our spring gala ‘Pearls of Hope’
at The Loft at 8th Ave. Through
the generosity of individuals,
businesses and our incredible
group of long-time supporters, we raised almost
$140,000 to support Serendipity students! One of the
highlights of the evening was the ‘Portraits of Hope’
gallery that guests entered as the walked into the
venue. Guests sipped delicious Cooper Mountain Wine
and enjoyed Aria Gin in a refreshing signature cocktail
as they perused the Silent Auction tables. During the
program, local portrait artist, Jake Smith, shared the
creative process behind each portrait in the gallery,
as well as his hopes for how the art would impact and
engage the audience. The most impactful moment of
the night was the performance of ‘I AM’ - a live
collaboration between Serendipity staff and
graduating seniors that moved the audience to give
a standing ovation and inspired one of our most
generous paddle-raises to date.

We are so grateful to The Standard, our event sponsor, and to every donor, volunteer,
and sponsor that helped make our 2019 Pearls of Hope Gala one to remember.

IMPACT
REPORT

The ultimate goals of a therapeutic school are to foster the transformational and
lasting changes that will allow our students to experience success in future settings,
endeavors, and relationships. Towards that end, we are proud to report the successful
achievements of our students during the 2018-2019 school year. This report indicates
our measurement of continuous improvement in areas that have proven barriers
to learning for specific students in their prior school placements. We believe that
every student is capable of learning, recovering and becoming a valued community
member.

ATTENDANCE

SAFETY

We know that progress begins with the
willingness to show up and try.

Students with histories of trauma and
emotional dysregulation often express
themselves through physical aggression and/
or self-endangering behaviors. Reducing
these incidents over time allows the
practicing of replacement behaviors and the
experience of being in-charge of one’s self.

100% of Serendipity students were asked to make

a fresh start in a school attended exclusively by peers
who had experienced significant barriers to school
success.
was the average school-wide
student attendance rate during
the 2018-2019 school year.

89%

18% of students were referred for chronic nonattendance.

80%

was the average rate of attendance
achieved by these students.

IMPACT OF MULTI-TIERED
SYSTEM OF SUPPORT
2018-2019 saw an expansion of Serendipity’s
three-tiered approach to targeting heightened
support to those students demonstrating
the greatest need. Measurements of impact
focused on rate of continual improvement for
students identified as either Tier II or Tier III.

TIER III - Individualized Supports
TIER II - Small Group Supports
TIER I - Universal
Supports

80% of students were referred to Serendipity

because of histories of physical aggression.
reduction in incidents of serious
physical aggression based on
school-wide totals over the second semester of
the school year.

65%

STUDENTS RECEIVING
TIER III INTERVENTIONS

STUDENTS RECEIVING
TIER II INTERVENTIONS

to help reduce acts of aggression by 50% in 60
days, as measured by incident reports.

7% of students were identified at time of referral as

in order to continually reduce disruptive
behaviors, as measured by incident reports
and daily behavioral tracking.

exhibiting school phobia.
was the average rate of attendance
achieved by these students.

91%

76%

18% students were referred to Serendipity following
a discharge from a residential treatment setting.
of these students were able to
maintain their placements in our
therapeutic school, graduated, or returned to
placements within their school districts.

86%

33% of students had referrals that included histories

of multiple suspensions.
of these students were not
suspended even once following their
enrollment at Serendipity. An additional 15% were
suspended only once.

68%

60%

FULL SCHOOL YEAR

Achieving sufficient stability for our students
to progress in school means developing coping
strategies that enable them to monitor and
then sustain emotional regulation.

FULL SCHOOL YEAR

STABILIZATION

69%
46%

42% of students were referred with histories of

multiple failed school placements.
of these students either remain
enrolled at Serendipity, graduated,
successfully transitioned back into their districts,
or moved out of the area.

88%

1st HALF

2nd HALF

1st HALF

2nd HALF

EDUCATION

“I learned some very important things about myself, but the main
thing is I learned to give back. I learned how to be a hard worker,
how to teach others, how to self-examine, and so much more.
If I was not in the class I’m in , and if I hadn’t been in the garden,
I wouldn’t be in school. I will continue to grow. When I accomplish
my goals, it will be because of this school and especially because of my
teachers.” — 2019 Serendipity graduate

MENTAL
HEALTH

Serendipity’s core philosophy is Re-Education, which emphasizes the
power of experiencing trusting relationships, belonging to a community,
personal and academic competence, and the ceremonies and activities that spark joy.
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Education
opportunities are
enhanced by friends
of Serendipity who
value our students and
support their learning.

CONGRATULATIONS
TO SERENDIPITY’S
GRADUATING
CLASS OF 2019
While all Serendipity graduations are reflective and
celebratory, the ceremony for the eight young people
being awarded their diplomas in June 2019 was
particularly meaningful due to the large size of the
graduating class and the significant growth achieved
by its graduates. As is the Serendipity tradition,
graduates selected a particularly trusted staff member
to share their story with the audience. With honesty
and admiration, staff person after staff person relayed
the milestones in each journey, from starting points
without verbal communication or the ability to even
be indoors, to leadership, academic accomplishments,
and self-confidence.

A generous donation from
Pacific Office Automation
allowed the purchase of over 50 tablets for student
use. This technology allows students access to
assessments, research, and de-escalating programs
from a variety of locations on campus, helping
individualize the school day.

Seven of our graduates are already scheduled to enter
the Transition programs within their home school
districts, one with an internship already in progress.
The eighth will be pursuing community college or a
trade school. We celebrate their readiness to move
forward into their next chapters, as learners, hard
workers, and engaged community members!

A SAMPLING OF OUR
JOYFUL MOMENTS
2018-2019:
1.

Resolute Motorcycle Club delivered holiday gifts
donated by many supporters to each classroom,
reminding students that they are part of a
community that sees their potential.

2.

Another successful year for the Serendipity
Chess Club, as representatives competed in the
Chess for Success State Tournament.

3.

Mt. Peaks Therapy Llamas & Alpacas continued
another year of monthly visits to our school.

4.

The annual production of the Screaming Eagle
Hot Sauce, along with the contest to design this
year’s label.

2

3

MINDFULNESS INITIATIVE
In an effort to promote and maintain emotional
regulation within our classrooms, we introduced the
practice of Mindfulness this year. Using curriculum
from Mindful Schools, we introduced the program
in two of our elementary classrooms and one in our
high school as well. Mindfulness is the practice of
paying attention in a particular way: on purpose, in
the present moment, and non-judgmentally. We ask
our students to notice what is happening now, and
use their senses to practice mindful and calm bodies,
mindful listening and mindful breathing. The initial
year of implementation saw small steps toward the

4

generalization of this practice within our student
population in the areas of self-awareness, emotional
regulation, impulse control and attentional stability.

TRANSITION
“One of my goals is to work in a bakery. I understand how making
food at home from scratch is much more cost effective than buying
pre-made foods. Walking through the Oregon Food Bank gave me
an understanding of how people would benefit greatly from learning
cooking skills. . .I could teach others those skills to help them provide for
. . .their families and communities. . .The knowledge I acquired assists me in
helping others, which I feel is my life purpose.“ —2019 Serendipity graduate

After building our
native plant collection
over the past three
years, our garden finally
received a Backyard
Habitat certification
from Portland Audubon
Society!

WELLNESS

“Children and teenagers function more successfully in all areas when
they are healthy and feel good. At Serendipity we strive to promote
and model a commitment to wellness through emphasis on nutritious
diet, age-appropriate activity and exercise, gratifying interpersonal
relationships, and maintenance of positive and healthy lifestyle attitudes.
We believe wellness should be stress-free and inherent in our work and in our lives.”
— John M. Deeney, MD, Psychiatric Consultant

FARM TO COMMUNITY,
A SERVICE-LEARNING
SENIOR PROJECT PILOTED
THIS YEAR,
brought together Serendipity’s Transition and
Wellness Pillars. Led by the graduating class of 2019,
eight seniors embarking on a year-long exploration
that would stretch their skills and their perceptions
of the world. The project involved growing and
harvesting produce in the school’s Growing Minds
Garden, specifically for donation to community food
pantries. As part of the project, these young people
studied food scarcity and the impact on families
when adequate food is not available. They donated
their time to packing donations at the Oregon Food
Bank, learning about resources and the challenges
of delivering assistance. Their year-end reflections,
one of which is excerpted above under the Transition
header, give insight into the significance of becoming
philanthropists. Being part of the solution for a
widespread community problem allowed for new
perceptions of themselves and their potential.
Guidance and support
were provided by
Lisa Schaefer,
Transition
Coordinator,
and Nicolas
Townsend,
Garden
Coordinator.

Hunger at Serendipity
is addressed through our
generous partners, who
provide food for families
throughout the year.

PACIFIC FOODS provided 450 boxes, each
supplying a variety of protein-rich foods
to nourish a child for three days. These are
available to students and families over school
vacations and whenever requested.

DAVE’S KILLER BREAD donated 3,793
loaves, allowing Serendipity to continue the
tradition of “Bread Thursday.” Upon departing
after school on Thursdays, all students are
invited to take home loaves of bread for
themselves and their families. We honor
the generosity of these companies and the
significant gains in learning and trust that
access to adequate nutrition can promote.

The best news is that my foster mom does not get
called every day to pick me up from school. When
I struggle, my Case Manager and I talk about ways
to use my coping skills to stay in school all day.
She believes in me. The Interventionists sometimes
have to help me when I am angry, but they also
spend positive time with me. I laugh with them.
My confidence is building. I don’t give up this time.
In past years at Pearls of Hope, we have highlighted one graduating student sharing their specific experience
at Serendipity. This year we decided to create a collaborative presentation that would involve five staff and
students to share the story of 'every Serendipity student' through a spoken word and visual presentation. We
called it 'I AM.'
‘I AM’ is written from the viewpoint of a student arriving at Serendipity for the first time. Each story (or stanza)
allows us to walk with the student on their journey; to see and feel the struggles they experience and how the
therapeutic environment of Serendipity meets them at every turn. Each 'I AM' statement is a marker on that
journey -celebrating healing, transformation, and ultimately success and self-worth.

My foster mother says here we go again. I have been
kicked out of my sixth school. They say I have to go
to a special school now. I have never been good at
making or keeping friends. I let my frustration turn
into anger, which turns into aggression. Sometimes
I hurt people and break things. I feel sad a lot. I can’t
easily communicate what I need. And I have a difficult
time trusting people to be there for me, even if
I do tell them what I need. I have been in special
classrooms for so long that I feel stupid. I can’t see
another way. I expect another failure when I walk
into Serendipity.

My first day, I am mostly quiet, but I observe. I don’t
know how the adults and kids will accept me. I see
kids struggling with problems like mine. I see adults
respond with patience and kindness. They give
choices. They listen. They don’t get mad. In my past,
grown-ups didn’t always treat me that way. I start to
feel safe.

My problems come with me, and it isn’t easy to not
interact negatively with my peers. That is how I know
to make connections. Slowly, the teachers and
coaches help me experience positive friendships.
I can be helpful and encourage my peers to do well.

Schoolwork is still hard. I have to take my time with
reading and math, but I am really good at art. I see
the Art Therapist once a week, and she helps me
express myself without words. My teacher and I tell
the truth about my skills being behind. We make a
plan. I start to work, taking breaks and starting again.

Since coming to this school, I know I will always have
a hot breakfast and lunch, and snacks if I ask, so I don’t
feel empty. We grow food in the garden. We cook in
the life skills room. On Thursday, everyone takes home
a couple loaves of bread. My foster mom and I make
French toast on the weekends.

I try new things here and I can do them. I play chess
now. I am a tutor for younger students for my work
experience. I earned a spot on Student Council, so
I can be a leader. I go on field trips that promote my
independence. I am proud of my school and of myself,
so I welcome community members when they attend
our events.

I don’t know what this world holds for me in the
future. With the help of the Transition Coordinator,
I am figuring out my next steps. What I do know is
that I have mastered the skills, gained the confidence,
and overcome the barriers that limited me for so long.
I know that Serendipity will continue to be my
touchstone in times of need. I believe I am on my way.

WE PROUDLY
RECOGNIZE
TEACHER/COUNSELOR
OF THE YEAR RECIPIENT
Developed by Dr. Nicholas Hobbs in the 1960’s,
Re-Education is Serendipity’s guiding philosophy.
Re-Ed focuses on the strengths inherent in each child,
employing a variety of approaches to solve problems.
Re-Ed uses educators or “Teacher/Counselors” as
the primary personnel responsible for working
with students in an environment where there are
expectations for productive behavior. Each year, one
or more outstanding staff member who embodies the
spirit of Re-Education is nominated by his/her peers
and celebrated as Serendipity’s Teacher-Counselor of
the Year. We are proud to share the amazing recipient
of the 2018-2019 Award.

BRIAN THOMPSEN:
Brian Thompsen, better
known as “Chef Brian,”
brings joy to everyone
at Serendipity.
He is naturally
accommodating
and recognized for
his compassion,
thoughtfulness, and
an ability to work with
students of all ages. Brian’s dedication to the welfare
of Serendipity students and coworkers knows no
limits. He sees the positive in everyone. He brings joy
with his smiles and has an uncanny calming effect
on those around him. He is an example of goodness
that students are exposed to on a daily basis. He is a
Teacher/Counselor through and through.

EVOLVING BEST PRACTICES
Serendipity is adapting
MULTIa three-tiered service
delivery model for new
TIERED
and expanded practices to
SYSTEM OF
systematize the allocation
SUPPORT
of resources in supporting
student progress. This system
targets an 80% success rate for
our students through universal interventions. The
model then closes the gap by adding Tier II supports
for 15% of the population and Tier III supports for the
final 1-5% of the student population. Our goal is the
design and execution of a comprehensive model that
is responsive to all student needs!

It has been established that using a coaching
model is the best way to support staff’s professional
development. Serendipity’s Leadership Team again
partnered with Safe & Civil Schools to set clear
expectations and routines for staff and students,
continuing to build coaching as the primary strategy
for advancing our Integrated Intervention Model.
In School Year 20182019, three Tier I/II
coaches supported all 12
Serendipity classrooms,
helping strengthen Tier
I supports and guiding
the planning process for
students needing more
than universal supports.

TIER III
Individualized
Supports
TIER II
Small
Group
Supports
TIER I
Universal Supports

We are enormously grateful to the following partners for
helping launch this critical project:

In May 2019, Serendipity became Oregon’s only Special Education School
of Excellence, as designated by NASET. This honor brings with it a responsibility
to support current students while piloting initiatives that will allow for replication
and adaptation of practices in other settings. We are grateful to our Foundation
partners who again invested in this pioneering practice for a growing segment
of Oregon’s children.

SERVICE
LEARNING

Service-learning is a model
that combines education,
leadership, and community
service. It empowers and
challenges our students to
lead and own projects.

In 2018-2019, Serendipity piloted
a unique Farm-to-Community Project for students

to become contributors to their community. The
project builds on the recent successes of the Growing
Minds Garden, dedicating some produce explicitly for
donation. Partnering with the Oregon Food Bank and
other food service partners, our senior class studied
food scarcity and, most importantly, actively worked
to reduce food insecurity in our community. Many of
our students experienced the joy of giving back for the
first time!

We are grateful to the following partners for continually
investing in the potential of our students:

Autzen Foundation

Hoover Family Foundation

Boyd Family Foundation

Juan Young Trust

Braemar Trust

Spirit Mountain Community Fund

Doris & Michael Garcia Fund

The Collins Foundation
Meyer Memorial Trust
The Oregon Community Foundation

We piloted the new role
of Assessment Coordinator
during the 2018-2019
ASSESSMENT
FOR LEARNING school year to improve
foundational assessment
for learning schoolwide.
The Assessment Coordinator
provided coaching, resources,
support, and feedback to all classroom teachers. A
critical component of the role was to launch and

implement a schoolwide diagnostic assessment tool
called i-Ready. This included training teachers on
administering the diagnostic, interpreting results, and
delivering differentiated instruction to students based
on accurate assessment data. The diagnostic allows
progress monitoring throughout the school year at
3 intervals (fall, winter and end of spring) which gives
insight into schoolwide growth in reading and math
skills.

We are very grateful to

Quest Foundation
for their partnership.

We piloted our first District
Open House to engage
FIRST
DISTRICT OPEN special educators
in discussion and
HOUSE
collaboration around
innovative approaches.
In spring 2019, Serendipity
invited representatives from our
partnering school districts to attend a breakfast and
discussion focused on two of these pilot projects. Our
Principal and Treatment Director led presentations
on our Coaching Model and Mindfulness initiative.
Participants shared their reactions:

“We found it particularly helpful to hear
more about the therapeutic approach used in
conjunction with the educational curriculum
and support services provided. For me in
particular, it helped me know more about what
makes Serendipity different from other smaller,
special school settings”.
“It was great to visit Serendipity! I appreciated
the insight about “Mindfulness” and the
wonderful breakfast!! I think this should be an
annual event and I’d like to bring more staff
with me next time”.

We are grateful to the

James & Marion Miller Foundation
for supporting this first event!

DONOR GRATITUDE
Serendipity would like to extend our gratitude to the following individual,
foundation, corporate, and other supporters who believed and invested in the
potential of students and program this year.
INDIVIDUALS
Richard Abrahamson
Jim Adishian
Libby Agosti
David & Janell Alexander
Greg Anable
Brian Annand
Leslie Annand
Larry & Jan Baker
Judy Baldwin
Catherine & Iver Band
Troy Banker
Harry Bartley
Mia Bean
Matty Berryessa &
Will Eichelberger
Andre & Patti Beyer
Garrett & Jennifer Bishop
Michelle Black
Harmozd & Shiva Bozorgchami
Louise & Chris Brantley
Summer Breckenridge
Judy Bridenbaugh
David Brandon
Bekah Bridges
Bob & Debra Carus
Mary & Paul Chamness
Doug Cheney
D. Gary Christensen
Dorothy Churchill
Mark Chussil
Patricia Clark
& Bennett Goldstein
Erica Clausen
Craig & Cheri Collins
Ross Cornelius
Chris Cubbage
Carol Cubbage

Randy Davis
Dr. John Deeney
Karen & Cliff Deveney
Eric & Heather DeWeese
Richard & Anne DeWolf
Dr. Allen Dobbins
Jan Donaldson
Jelena Doney
Jason & Vicki Dugan
Norm & Kathy Dull
Diane Elliot
Erin Esparza
John Evans
Orion Falvey
Dale Farr
Lissa Feldman
Sheryl Feuz
Amy Fields
Paul & Felicia Fields
Bill Finley
Allison Foote
Kim Forbes
Margie Foster
Tim Foster
Maxine Fountain
Bill & Colleen Gardner
Geneva & Chris Gebhardt
Lynall Gee
Peter Gjovik & Maddie Krall
Bettianne Goetz
Coleen Gose
Stephen Gose
Susan Gregory
Brenda & Mark Grootendorst
Emily Groth
Marilyn Guggenheim
Jeri Hamilton
Sandra Hanson
Kristin Harquail

Kelly Hayes
Nancy & Paul Heer
Marc Hopkins
Po Chuan Hsu
Adam Infantino
Matt & Andrea Jackson
Robert Jennings
Joy Johnson
Matt Johnson & Michelle Gemayel
Sarah Jurgens
Paula Kanarek
Dan Kang
Gordon & Katherine Keane
Karen Kern
Christine & Paul Kidwell
Keith & Anne Knapstad
Mark Kummerer & Phanna Pich
Caron Kushner & Brian Carleton
Kim LaFever
Richard Lane
Brianne Lee
Deborah Leopold Hutchins
Rick & Joy Levine
Drew Lindell
Kirk Loders
Arlene Lord
Adrienne Jean Anderson Lucey
Belinda Marier & Patrick Sliger
David & Char Marier
Rita & Steve McClellan
Melissa McDermott
Nancy McFadden
Marshall & Jill McGrady
Doreen McKercher
Lesley McGlocklin
Eric Melle
Dan Miller
Sonja & David Miller
Anthony & Sonja Miriello

Brooke Moffenbeier
Janet & Greg Moore
David Murray
Ryan & Michelle Nisle
Caron Nuňez
Pedro Nuňez
Dan & Heather O’Leary
Gary & MaryLee Oshiro
Betty Paulson
Matt Pettit
Janessa Philemon-Kerp
Sandra & Gary Phillips
Brandi & Chris Pine
Zach Povisen
Joy Proby
Nancy Rad
Doug & Karen Rice
Wendy & Bart Ricketts
Alida Rol
Jen & Paul Rondema
Amelie Rousseau
Gail Rumpca
Lisa Schaefer
Sara Schubert
Reuben Schug
Michael Shanks
Curtis Sheppard
Lori Silverman
John Slocom & Maggie Doolen
Cynthia & Darron Smith
Dan Smith & Jennifer Burns
Michael Smith &
Stephanie Murphy
Scott & Tallie Smith
Kerry & Alex Sobol
Sarah Sorensen
Bob Speltz
Paul Spencer
Dan & Helen Stancil
André & Caron Stewart
John Stott
Christopher Sun
Kathy Swift
Gina Taylor

Melody Taylor
Michael Thomas
Megan Tressel
Jackie & Tom Trussell
Tyler John Volm
Frank & Colleen Wall
James & Cherri Weder
Mary Weisensee
Dianne & Gary Wells
Mark Wharry & Mindy Pyrch
Elaine Whiteley
Ryan & Kelly Wilde
Laura Wilkens
Angela Wilson
Davida & Slate Wilson
Matt Wolden
Greg & Julie Wolleck
Tim Wood
Bev Wright
Debra Wright
Matt Wright
Renae Zumwalt

BUSINESSES/
CORPORATIONS
ARCIFORM
BRIC Architecture, Inc.
Brown & Brown NW Employees
Brown & Brown NW
Carleton Hart Architecture
Cambia Health
Cooper Mountain Vineyards
Costco
Dave’s Killer Bread
Durham & Bates
EC Electric
Fairway Mortgage
Geffen Mesher
Heritage Bank
KPFF Portland Civil + Survey
Kroger
Lease Crutcher Lewis

MediaWorks
Miller Nash Graham & Dunn, LLP
Network for Good VIA Facebook
New Seasons Market
NIKE
NW Natural
OnPoint Community Credit
Union
Pacific Foods
Pacific Office Automation
Perseverance
People First Consulting
Positive Disruption
PricewaterhouseCoopers
Riverbridge Partners
The Standard
Target
Walsh Construction
Wells Fargo Community Support
Campaign
Xenium HR

ORGANIZATIONS
Central East Portland Rotary
Foundation
Metro West Women’s Club
Milwaukie High School
NECA/IBEW Local 48

Bold indicates
membership in the
Serendipity Circle, a group
of supporters who have
shown their commitment
to investing in Serendipity
and the students we serve
through donations at or
above the $500 level.

SERENDIPITY CENTER - FISCAL YEAR 2019
July 2018 through June 30, 2019

DONOR GRATITUDE
FOUNDATIONS
Amazon Smile Foundation
Frank & Margaret Bitar
Foundation
Boyd Family Foundation
Braemar Trust
The Collins Foundation
Doris H. & Michael F. Garcia Fund
Haddad Brands Family
Foundation
Bernice Heffernan Family
Foundation

Hoover Family Foundation
Jackson Foundation
Meyer Memorial Trust
Oregon Community Foundation,
Anne T. Angel Fund
Oregon Community Foundation,
Fred W. Fields Fund
Oregon Community Foundation,
William & Ruth Roy Fund
Oregon Community Foundation,
Joseph E. Weston Public
Foundation
James & Shirley Rippey
Foundation

Consolidated Satement of Activities
Storms Family Foundation

| 91.79% |

		

IN MEMORIUM

MIKE SMITH,
DURHAM & BATES
INSURANCE:
Mike Smith has been not
only a broker, but also a
friend to Serendipity for
literally years and years.
He anticipates our needs
and fiercely advocates on
our behalf. He is a donor, as well as giving freely of
his time and expertise. He has provided Serendipity
the sense of being taken care of by someone whose
integrity is beyond question. He has guided us
through changes and said yes to every request we’ve
presented. He is very quiet about his generosity and
has never once lost sight of the importance of the
purpose for which Serendipity exists.

| .92% |
| 5.34% |

Lenore L. Patterson Revocable
Living Trust, in memory of Patrick,
Pat, and Lenore Patterson
Nancy Billington Trussell, in
memory of Charles Tait Trussell

JERI HAMILTON AWARD RECIPIENTS
Every year we present the
Jeri Hamilton Extraordinary
Service Award at the Pearls of
Hope Gala to the invaluable
volunteers who go above and
beyond for Serendipity!

Revenue and Support

| .35% |

Tuition and
Medicaid Revenue
Food Service
Contributions
In-kind Contributions

| 1.18% |

Special Events

| .42% |

Other Income

RE V E N U E A N D S U P P O RT

U N RE S T RI C TE D

Tuition Revenue
Food Service
Contributions
In-Kind Contributions
Special Events (net income)
Miscellaneous and Other Income
Loss on Disposal of Fixed Assets
Totals
Revenue and Gains
Net Assets Refreshed
Total Revenues and Support

T E MP O R A RI LY RE S T RI C TE D

TOTA L

$6,608,392		
$66,485		
$99,265
$285,684
$25,058		
$84,307		
$29,960		

$6,608,392
$66,485
$384,959
$25,058
$84,307
$29,960

$6,913,467
$267,706
$7,181,173

$7,199,161

< $285,694 >
< $267,706 >
$17,988

$7,199,161

Expenditures
| 84.8% |

Program Service

| 15.2% |

Supporting Services
Management & General

		

HARVARD BUSINESS SCHOOL ASSOCIATION OF
OREGON, COMMUNITY PARTNERS PROGRAM:
Serendipity approached the Harvard Business School
Association of Oregon’s Community Partners Program
with a request for consulting around a focused area
of our work. Not only were we selected for pro bono
consulting, but we also were provided a diverse team
of experts who quickly came to know Serendipity
as well and possibly better than we know ourselves.
We received an infusion of new perspective and new
context, allowing us to see our work and the desired
outcomes of our work differently. As a result, we talk
differently about the impact of our mission and can
connect it directly with the needs of our community.
To engage in holistic, well-informed self-reflection
with capable, seasoned support is a transformative
experience for a nonprofit. We grew in our clarity of
purpose and we clearly know our next steps.

E X P E N DI TU RE S

TOTA L

Program Services
Supporting Services - Management & General
Totals

Statement of Financial Position

(Snapshot of June 30, 2019)
L I A B I L I T I E S A N D N E T A S S E TS

A S S E TS

Cash and Equivalents
Accounts Receivable
Contributions Receivable
Prepaid Expenses
Property Equipment - Net

Total Assets

$5,809,864
$1,039,474
$6,849,338

$1,312,572
$793,226
$137,300
$100,141
$2,973,258

$5,316,497

Accounts Payable
Accrued payroll, Taxes
& Benefits Payable
Long Term Debt
Deferred Revenue
Total Liabilities

$63,883
$443,372
$141,343
$60,000
$708,598

Unrestricted Net Assets
Temporarily Restricted Net Assets
Total Net Assets

$4,387,841
$220,058
$4,607,899

Total Liabilities and Net Assets

$5,316,497

SERENDIPITY'S MISSION
To provide the best environment for students to heal and become educated,
productive community members.

503-761-7139 | SERENDIPITYCENTER.ORG
MAILING ADDRESS

CAMPUS ADDRESS

PO Box 33350, Portland, OR 97292

14815 SE Division, Portland, OR 97236

Executive Director

Development Director

BELINDA MARIER

belindam@serendipitycenter.org

SERENDIPITY’S VISION:
Serendipity envisions a world in which every child has the right
to an education that allows them to succeed. Opportunities for
therapeutic approaches are consistently available and responsive
to each child’s emotional and behavioral differences. Therapeutic
education as a model for meeting the needs of children with
mental health issues is valued and supported as a foremost priority.
All children facing unique challenges experience acceptance,
understanding, and effective paths to learning.

CARON KUSHNER

caronk@serendipitycenter.org

SERENDIPITY CENTER
BOARD CHAIR
PEDRO NUÑEZ - People First Consulting LLC
VICE CHAIR
PAUL FIELDS - Point B
SECRETARY
CYNTHIA SMITH
Head Start Programs - Mt. Hood Community College

SERENDIPITY’S CORE BELIEFS:

TREASURER
DAVID BRANDON - Miller Nash Graham & Dunn, Llp

Serendipity embraces the philosophy of Re-Education, meaning that

PAST CHAIR
WENDY RICKETTS - Parent Advocate

we prioritize identifying and building upon strengths, cultivating
new skills to address areas of challenge, and approaching this work
in an environment of trust and positive recognition. Our work is
based upon the following core beliefs:
Trust is essential. Feelings should be nurtured. Groups are major
sources of instruction. Community must be experienced to be
learned. Intelligence can be enhanced. Competence makes a
difference, especially with schoolwork. Self-control can be taught.
Physical Experiences help us define ourselves. Now is when life is to
be lived. Time is an ally in support of positive changes. Ceremony
and ritual give order, stability, and confidence. Joy should be built
into each day.

SERENDIPITY BOARD OF DIRECTORS
2019 - 2020
KIM LAFEVER - Positive Disruption
MELISSA MCDERMOTT - Salem Health Medical Group
ERIKA SCHWARTZ - Speak Read Write LLC
LORI SILVERMAN - Director of Student Services
for Centennial School District (retired)
DAN SMITH - Shari's Management Corp.
SIDNEY VILLANUEVA - Troutman Sanders
NICOLE ZUMWALT - Legacy Emanuel Hospital

This annual report is sponsored by Miller Nash Graham & Dunn LLP. Since the
early 1980s, Miller Nash has been Serendipity’s trusted partner and an annual
supporter of our mission and children. This partnership is built on a foundation of
shared commitment to all students receiving the services they need to reach their full
potential and to an educational system that is both equitable and comprehensive.

